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Abstract

A higher order shear deformation theory is used to investigate the instability associated with composite plates

subject to dynamic loads. Both transverse shear and rotary inertia e�ects are taken into account. The procedure is

implemented using the ®nite element approach. The natural frequencies and the critical buckling load are computed and

compared with the results based on the classical laminate plate theory and the ®rst-order shear deformation theory. The

®rst two instability regions are determined for various loading conditions using both ®rst- and second-order approx-

imations. These results are also compared with the other approaches. Signi®cant deviations are observed for thick plates

due to the presence of shear deformation. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Composites are increasingly being used in the design

of load-carrying members for the aerospace applica-

tions. As a result, much research has been devoted to

study the static and dynamic responses of composites

under di�erent loading conditions. In studying the be-

havior of these structures under static and dynamic

buckling loads, the classical and the ®rst-order plate

theories, have been shown to underpredict the de¯ec-

tions and to overpredict the buckling loads and the

natural frequencies [1±3]. The higher order theories

(HOT), which more accurately model the transverse

shear e�ects, have been shown to predict better results

[4±6].

A variationally consistent higher order theory [7] is

used to investigate the dynamic buckling of composite

plates in the current study. This theory assumes a cubic

distribution for the in-plane displacements through the

thickness and satis®es the stress free boundary condi-

tions at the top and bottom surfaces of the laminate.

Composite plates with various geometry and boundary

conditions are analyzed. The bending natural frequen-

cies and the critical buckling loads are computed and

compared with those obtained with the classical lami-

nate plate theory (CLPT) and the ®rst-order shear de-

formation theory (FSDT). The ®rst- and second-order

approximations of the ®rst two instability regions are

determined and compared with those obtained using the

CLPT and FSDT.

2. Problem formulation

A composite plate with the coordinate plane �x; y� as

the middle plane and the z axis along the thickness di-

rection is considered. The in-plane displacements u and v

of an arbitrary point within the plate is assumed [7,8] as

a cubic polynomial in z, whereas the out-of-plane dis-

placement w is considered to be independent with re-

spect to the thickness as follows:
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where the mid-plane displacements u0, v0 and w0 and the

polynomial coe�cients a, b, v, g, n, and f are time-

dependent functions of the in-plane coordinates x and y.

It must be noted that if the quadratic and cubic terms are

ignored in Eq. (1), the displacement ®eld is equivalent to

the one which characterizes the FSDT. If a and b are

also set to zero, the CLPT displacement ®eld is obtained.

The von Karman strain displacement relations are

used for modeling the moderate displacements and the

small rotations that characterize the deformed buckled

state:
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The displacement ®eld must satisfy the stress free

boundary conditions on the top and bottom surfaces of

the laminate. That is

syz

� �
z��h=2

� 0 and szx� �z��h=2 � 0; �3�

where h is the laminate thickness. For an orthotropic

laminate, this is equivalent to

eyz

� �
z��h=2

� 0 and ezx� �z��h=2 � 0: �4�

By substituting Eq. (1) into the strain±displacement

relations (2) and by imposing the boundary conditions

(4) on the obtained results, some of the higher order

terms in Eq. (1) can be identi®ed in terms of the lower

order terms. The ®nal form of the displacement ®eld can

now be written as follows:
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where a and b are the rotations of the transverse normal

with respect to the x and y axes, respectively. The total

strain, e, can be expressed in matrix form as follows:

e � eLN
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In Eq. (6), e0 and eN are the mid-plane and the nonlinear

strains. The quantities e1 and e3 are the bending strains

corresponding to the linear and the cubic variation in z,

es is the mid-plane shear strain and es2 is the shear strain

corresponding to the quadratic variation in z. They are

expressed as follows:
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The stress resultant vector is de®ned as r̂T �
NTMTPTQTRT
�

, where N, M and Q are the in-plane

force resultant vectors and P and R denote the higher

order stress resultant vectors. The constitutive relation

can be written as r̂ � Ce, where the strain vector is

eT � feT
LNeT

1 eT
3 eT

s eT
s2g and C, the sti�ness matrix.

The equation of motion is derived using HamiltonÕs
principle

d
Y
�
Z t2

t1

�dT ÿ dU � dW �dt � 0; �8�

where T, U and W are the kinetic energy, the strain

energy and the work done by the external loads re-

spectively. Using Eq. (7), the strain energy variation (8)

is expanded in the following form:
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Z
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In Eq. (9), the components A and As are the exten-

sional sti�ness matrices, B and Bs are the bending-

extensional coupling matrices, D and Ds are the bending
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sti�ness matrices and E, F, Fs and H are higher order

sti�ness matrices [8]. Subscript ÔsÕ denotes the shear ef-

fects.

After integration by parts with respect to time, the

kinetic energy variation is expressed in terms of the

displacement vector fdgT � fu; v;wg and its second de-

rivative with respect to time as follows:

dT � ÿ
Z

X
qfddTgf�dgdX: �10�

The variation of the work done by the buckling force

Fx is written [9] as follows:

dW � 1

2

Z
X

Fx
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ox
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3. Finite element formulation

For deriving the governing equation of the plate, the

strains in Eq. (9), the second-order time derivative in

Eq. (10) and the partial derivative of the transverse

displacement from Eq. (11) are expressed in terms of the

vector of the unknown functions u � fu; a; v; b;wgT

following the procedure described in Refs. [10,11]. The

vector u is then expressed in terms of the nodal

unknowns q � fu; a; v; b;w; ow=ox; ow=oy; o2w=�oxoy�gT

using the bilinear interpolation for u, a, v and b and 16-

term cubic interpolation for w. The ®nite element anal-

ysis is performed using a quadrilateral element with four

nodes and eight degrees of freedom per node. The gov-

erning equation of the plate is obtained in matrix form

as follows:

M�q� KL� � KNL � KNN�q� FxKGq � 0; �12�

where M is the mass matrix, KL, the linear sti�ness

matrix, KNL and KNN are the nonlinear sti�ness matrices

and KG is the geometric sti�ness matrix. These sti�ness

matrices are obtained by grouping the terms in Eq. (9).

In the present study, only the linear buckling analysis is

performed; therefore, the nonlinear sti�ness matrices in

Eq. (12) are not considered. The geometric sti�ness

matrix, KG, is computed by assembling for the entire

plate, elemental matrix [11]:

Ke
G �

Z
Xe

GT
e TGe dXe;

where

Ge �
X4

j�1

0 dHj� � and T � Nx Nxy

Nxy Ny

� �
: �13�

The geometric sti�ness matrix Ge in Eq. (13) is ex-

pressed using the matrix of derivatives dHj of the cubic

shape functions with respect to x and y coordinates, and

the summation symbol indicates horizontal augmenta-

tion of the four nodal matrices. The T matrix in Eq. (13) is

the load matrix in which, for unidirectional buckling,

only the ®rst component on the main diagonal is nonzero.

4. Stability analysis

The stability analysis of the plate is performed by

expressing the dynamic buckling load Fx in terms of the

critical buckling load �Pcr� as follows:

Fx � a0Pcr � a1Pcr cos�ht�; �14�
where a0 and a1 are the static and dynamic parameters

taking values from 0 to 1. After substituting the buckling

load (14) into Eq. (12), the governing equation of the

plate is written as follows:

M�q� KL� � a0PcrKG�q� a1Pcr cos�ht�� �KGq � 0: �15�
Eq. (15) is a Mathieu type equation, describing the

nonlinear instability behavior of the plate subjected to

an in-plane load which has a static and a dynamic

component. The generalized eigenvalue problem ob-

tained from Eq. (15) is solved by neglecting both the

terms containing Pcr to obtain the natural frequencies. If

the harmonic and the mass terms are neglected, the new

generalized eigenvalue problem yields the critical buck-

ling load. If only the harmonic term is neglected, Eq. (15)

yields the natural frequency of the loaded plate, the load

being a0Pcr, a static compressive force. The instability

regions are determined [12] from the boundaries of in-

stability, which represent the periodic solutions of

Eq. (15). These solutions are

q � 1

2
b0 �

X1
i�2;4;...

ai sin iht=2� �� � bi cos iht=2� ��;

q �
X1

i�1;3;...

ai sin iht=2� �� � bi cos iht=2� ��:
�16�

Substituting solutions (16) into Eq. (15) and by

grouping the sine and cosine terms, two sets of linear

algebraic equations in ai and bi are obtained for each

solution. To obtain the nontrivial coe�cient vectors ai

and bi, the determinant of the coe�cient matrix has to

be zero for each of the four sets. These determinants are

in®nite as the series in solution (16) is in®nite and belong

to a class of converging determinants called the normal

determinants [12].

The ®rst term solutions derived from Eq. (16) are

q � 1
2
b0 � a2 sin ht� � � b2 cos ht� �;

q � a1 sin ht=2� � � b1 cos ht=2� �: �17�

For nontrivial solutions, the resulting determinants

must be zero. This leads to the following generalized

eigenvalue problems:
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h2
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The solutions of Eqs. (18a)±(18c) determine the ®rst-

order approximation of the instability regions. Eq. (18a)

determines the two boundaries of the ®rst region of

dynamic instability, whereas Eqs. (18b) and (18c) de-

termine the upper and lower boundaries of the second

instability region. In Eqs. (18a)±(18c), h1 represents the

®rst-order approximation of the parametric resonance

frequency.

The two term solutions obtained from Eq. (16) are

q � 1
2
b0 � a2 sin ht� � � b2 cos ht� � � a4 sin 2ht� �
� b4 cos 2ht� �

q � a1 sin ht=2� � � b1 cos ht=2� � � a3 sin 3ht=2� �
� b3 cos 3ht=2� �:

�19�

Following the same procedure, the generalized ei-

genvalue problems are obtained. When solved directly,

they determine the third and fourth instability regions

besides the ®rst two instability regions, which are also

obtained from Eqs. (18a)±(18c).

K� �a0 � 0:5a1�kcrKG 0:5a1KG

0:5a1KG K� a0kcrKG

� �
ÿ

1
4
M 0

0 9
4
M

� �
h2� 0; �20a�

K� �a0 � 0:5a1�kcrKG 0:5a1kcrKG 0

0:5a1kcrKG K� a0kcrKG 0:5a1kcrKG

0 0:5a1kcrKG K� a0kcrKG

24 35
ÿ

M 0 0

0 4M 0

0 0 8M

24 35h2� 0;

�20b�

By solving Eqs. (20a)±(20c), in an iterative manner,

the corrected ®rst two instability regions are obtained

from the new eigenvalue problems. For example, Eqs.

(20a) and (20b) are presented in their iterative form in

Eq. (21)

This procedure yields the second-order approximation

of the ®rst two instability with h2 being the second-order

approximation of the parametric resonance frequency.

In all the above solution procedures, the parametric

resonance frequency has to be double the value of the

natural frequency of the loaded plate [12].

5. Numerical results

First, to validate this analysis, comparisons are made

using a thick AISI 4340 steel plate �L=h � 12:5� with

both ends ®xed. The critical buckling load and the ®rst

three natural frequencies are compared with those pre-

dicted by a NASTRAN 2D analysis performed using 10

CQUAD4 elements along the plate. The results are in

very good agreement (Table 1).

Next, the numerical results are presented for the

graphite/epoxy rectangular plates with symmetric cross-

ply arrangements. The laminates are made out of eight

K� �a0 � 0:5a1�kcrKG 0:5a1kcrKG 0 0

a1kcrKG K� a0kcrKG 0:5a1kcrKG 0

0 0:5a1kcrKG K� a0kcrKG 0:5a1kcrKG

0 0 0:5a1kcrKG K� a0kcrKG

2664
3775ÿ

0 0 0 0

0 M 0 0

0 0 4M 0
0 0 0 8M

2664
3775h2 � 0: �20c�

K� �a0 � 0:5a1�kcrKG 0:5a1KG

0:5a1KG K� a0kcrKG ÿ 9
4
Mh2

1

� �
ÿ

1
4
M 0

0 0

� �
h2

2 � 0;

K� �a0 � 0:5a1�kcrKG 0:5a1kcrKG 0

0:5a1kcrKG K� a0kcrKG ÿ 4Mh2
1 0:5a1kcrKG

0 0:5a1kcrKG K� a0kcrKG ÿ 8Mh2
1

264
375ÿ M 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

264
375h2

2 � 0:

�21�
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identical plies with material properties: E1 �
1=344� 105 MPa, E2 � E3 � 1:034� 104 MPa; G12 �
G13 � 4:999� 103 MPa, G23 � 1:999� 103 MPa; m12

� m13 � m23 � 0:33. The plate has a length L � 127 mm

and a width b � 12:7 mm. Two di�erent plate thick-

nesses, h � 1:016 and 10.16 mm resulting in the two

cases, L=h � 125 and L=h � 12:5, are analyzed. For

both, isotropic and composite plates, the ®nite element

analysis is performed using 10 quadrilateral elements

with four nodes and eight degrees of freedom per node.

Two types of boundary conditions are studied: Case

1: wherein one of the short edges ®xed and the opposite

edge loaded with the dynamic buckling force and Case 2:

wherein both short edges ®xed and the dynamic buck-

ling load applied on one of them, the long edges are free

in both cases. The ®rst natural frequency and the critical

buckling load are computed for each combination of

boundary conditions and thickness using CLPT, FSDT

and HOT. The obtained results are compared with the

experimental results of natural frequencies for the thin

plate �L=h � 125� and Case-1 type boundary conditions

[13]. For the thin plate �L=h � 125� in Case 1, a NA-

STRAN 3D analysis using ten CHEXA elements along

the length of the plate and eight through the thickness, is

also used for validation. These results, summarized in

Table 2, indicate that the CLPT and the FSDT slightly

overpredict the natural frequency, whereas the HOT

results are closer to the experimental value and to the

NASTRAN analysis. For both types of boundary con-

ditions, the CLPT and FSDT overpredict the natural

frequencies and the critical buckling load compared with

the HOT. These deviations are more signi®cant for

thicker plates �L=h � 12:5�. For example, using CLPT,

the ®rst natural frequency is overpredicted in Case 1 by

3.96 and in Case 2 by 20.04 percentages, whereas the

FSDT overpredictions are 0.74 and 4.45 percentages in

Cases 1 and 2, respectively. For the same thickness ratio

�L=h � 12:5�, the critical buckling load �Pcr� is overpre-

dicted by the CLPT in Case 1 by 6.37 and in Case 2 by

71.91 percentages, whereas the FSDT overpredicts Pcr in

Case 1 by 2.65 percent and in Case 2 by 8.84 percent. It

is important to observe that the deviations increase with

plate thickness. This is due to the fact that the transverse

shear stresses, which increase with plate thickness, are

modeled accurately using the HOT, whereas an adhoc

shear correction factor is used in the FSDT and are

completely ignored by the CLPT.

It must be noted that while the CLPT ®nite element

model uses six degrees of freedom per model (equivalent

to 24 per element), the FSDT and HOT based ®nite el-

ement models use eight degrees of freedom per node

(equivalent to 32 per element). Thus, for the same mesh

size, the computational e�orts associated with FSDT

and HOT are the same. However, the latter is more

accurate even when the number of elements is half of

that used in the FSDT (Table 3). Deviations between

theories increase with plate thickness.

The variation of the ®rst natural frequency �x1� of

the plate loaded with a0Pcr is shown in Fig. 1 for Case 2

and L=h � 12:5. The results obtained from the present

theory are compared with those obtained using the

CLPT and FSDT. Once again, it is observed that the

CLPT and FSDT overpredict the natural frequency.

The ®rst-order approximation of the ®rst two insta-

bility regions are presented for the thick composite plate

in Fig. 2, where the parametric ratio �h1=2x1� is plotted

with respect to the dynamic parameter a1 for ®xed values

of the static parameter a0. The parametric ratio is ob-

tained by dividing the parametric resonance frequency

�h1� resulting from Eqs. (18a)±(18c) by 2x1, the natural

frequency of the loaded plate obtained by neglecting the

harmonic term in Eq. (15). The quantity a1 de®nes

Table 1

Natural frequencies and buckling load for the AISI 4340 steel

plate

NASTRAN 2D HOT

x1 [Hz] 331.45 336.35

x2 [Hz] 915.69 930.69

x3 [Hz] 1800.08 1840.36

Pcr [N] 572.83 569.70

Table 2

First natural frequency and buckling load for the composite plate

Case L=h CLPT FSDT Experimental [13] NASTRAN 3D HOT

1 125 x1 [Hz] 82.15 82.12 79.83 81.98 82.11

Pcr [N] 16.43 16.38 16.33

2 x1 [Hz] 522.85 521.15 520.72

Pcr [N] 261.62 260.11 259.73

1 12.5 x1 [Hz] 820.52 795.09 789.22

Pcr [N] 16344 15772 15364

2 x1 [Hz] 4664.4 4058.6 3885.5

Pcr [N] 261623 165644 152179
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the amplitude of the dynamic component of the com-

pressive force, whereas the static parameter a0 de®nes

the magnitude of static component of the compressive

force (Eq. (14)). As seen from Fig. 2, the width of the

instability regions increases with an increase in static and

dynamic loads.

The four instability regions resulting from Eqs.

(20a)±(20c) are shown in Fig. 3 for a static component of

the buckling force of 60% of the critical buckling load.

As only the ®rst two instability regions have been ob-

served experimentally [12], further results are presented

only for these two regions.

The second approximation of the ®rst two instability

regions obtained by solving the Eq. (21) with the

buckling force having a static component of 40% of the

critical buckling load, is shown in Fig. 4. Comparisons

are made with the results obtained using the ®rst-order

approximation of the ®rst two instability regions for the

thin composite plate in Case 2. For values of the dy-

namic parameter �a1� greater than 0.2, the di�erences

between the two approximations become more signi®-

cant (Fig. 4).

To investigate the transverse shear e�ects, the results

from the present theory are compared in terms of

parametric resonance frequency with those obtained

using the CLPT (Fig. 5) and FSDT (Fig. 6) for the thick

composite plate in Case 2. Due to the presence of a

signi®cant transverse shear in thick composites, maxi-

mum deviations are observed from the CLPT, which

completely ignore the shear e�ects. Noticeable devia-

Table 3

The in¯uence of mesh size on the ®rst natural frequency of the composite plate

Mesh size (Case 1) [elements=length� elements=width]

CLPT FSDT HOT

10� 1 20� 1 10� 1 20� 1 10� 1 20� 1

L=h � 125 x1 [Hz] 82.152 82.150 82.125 82.122 82.119 82.115

L=h � 12:5 x1 [Hz] 820.519 820.497 795.097 794.440 789.224 788.567

Fig. 1. The variation of the natural frequency of the plate with

the static buckling load, Case 2, L=h � 12:5: (- - -) CLPT, (-�-�-�)
FSDT, (±±) HOT.

Fig. 2. The ®rst-order approximation of the ®rst two instability

regions for the composite plate, Case 1, L=h � 125: (±±) a0 �
0:2, (- - -) a0 � 0:6.

Fig. 3. Four instability regions of the composite plate, Case 1,

L=h � 125, a0 � 0:6: (±±) First instability region, (- - -) second

instability region, (-�-�-�) third instability region, �� � �� fourth

instability region.
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tions in the instability regions are observed from the

FSDT.

6. Concluding remarks

A higher order plate theory based ®nite element

model has been developed for studying the parametric

instability of composite plates. The theory assumes

through the thickness cubic variations for in-plane dis-

placements and satis®es the stress free boundary condi-

tions. The numerical results are presented for both

isotropic and [(0/90)2]s graphite/epoxy composite plate

with two di�erent boundary conditions and plate

thicknesses. The following observations are made from

this study:

1. The natural frequencies and the critical buckling loads

determined from the current approach for isotropic

plates are in good agreement with those obtained

from the NASTRAN 2D analysis. For composite

plates, excellent correlation is observed in natural fre-

quency with available experimental data and results

obtained using the NASTRAN 3D analysis.

2. Both the classical and the ®rst-order theories overpre-

dict the natural frequencies and the critical buckling

load for both types of boundary conditions studied.

The deviations increase with plate thickness due to

increased transverse shear e�ects.

3. The width of the instability regions increases with

an increase in both, static and dynamic loads, as

expected. The instability regions are also a�ected by

the transverse shear e�ects. Deviations increase with

plate thickness.

4. The di�erences between the ®rst- and second-order

approximations of the instability regions increase

with the increase in the dynamic load.
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Fig. 4. First- and second-order approximations of the insta-

bility regions for the composite plate, Case 2, L=h � 125,

a0 � 0:4: (- - -) First order approximation, (±±) second order

approximation.

Fig. 5. Comparison between the second-order approximation

of the instability regions of the composite plate using the CLPT

and HOT, Case 2, L=h � 12:5, a0 � 0: (±±) HOT, (- - -) FSDT.

Fig. 6. Comparison between the second-order approximation

of the instability regions of the composite plate using the FSDT

and HOT, Case 2, L=h � 12:5, a0 � 0:4: (±±) HOT, (- - -) FSDT.
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